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 IS THE GRAIN RALLY OFF THE MEAL SHORTAGE FOR 
CRUSHERS STILL COMING TO AN END? 

Posted on 11/5/2014 5:49:54 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

 Lower closes for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with oats, rough rice, corn 
soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil. Meal had recently been the story with record demand and 
delayed bean harvest leading the way higher dragging along the wheat and corn. However, all good 
stories come to an end sooner or later and now may be one of those times. It's really too soon to tell 
though, especially if everyone jumps on the bearish bandwagon and get caught just like what recently 
happened. Even so, I feel the bear markets are not over but new lows, especially in the wheat and corn, 
may not happen, at least for some time. Now it gets tricky trying to determine if the grain complex will 
move higher with such bearish fundamentals out there. Then again, I've seen it all over the last 41 years 
of trading and have been caught in scenarios just like what the meal did to the bears!  Fortunately, that 
didn't happen to me this time since learning to watch the action from my years of experience. Right now 
the wheat complex has been in a consolidation mode but waiting to see which way it breaks out of its 
recent range(s) which should be the tact to take at this time. Watch 560 and 580 for Minneapolis with 550 
the long term important price level to hold. There's really little resistance up to 620 also. Fundamentals 
are great to figure out but the technicals are needed for timing unless you are well capitalized. That's 
where our hedging department can really be of service to you. For KC use 590 and 610 for your focal 
points and 570 for the long term.  Its nearest resistance is still way up also around 620. Chicago's 
consolidation pattern is much shorter and its range probably doesn't mean as much by itself. Still, we 
need to watch 540 and 520 for the short term and 500 for the long term. There's little resistance up to 
around 650 too. I really don't expect to see those lower prices reached anytime soon if at all. While my 
sell signals remain intact I would suggest standing aside for now. The Minneapolis/KC spreads have 
bounced back as you can see from the chart below but are still in a critical area (-20 cents) needing to 
close under said price. Oats settled down but still remain in a large trading range as seen below. Huge 
support remains underneath. Rice has held on after dropping down the one dollar limit last week looking 
like some traders really got screwed! There sure must have been a large sell order doing that. Heavy 
resistance remains overhead. The corn and bean complex settled down after the meal had led the way 
sharply higher lately. The beans and meal had their worst closes in seven sessions with the former 
nearest support under 980 and the latter under 360. The oil has fallen sharply back down the last two 
trading sessions and now resides in a very strong looking support area. The July15/Dec15 meal/oil 
spreads also took a hit after spiking up last week and then falling pretty much straight down coming back 
down to earth with which shouldn't be a surprise to anyone.  SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, 
KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN 
MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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